Abstract-Testing is a very important task to build error free software. As the resources and time to market is limited for a software product, it is impossible to perform exhaustive test i.e., to test all combinations of input data. To reduce the number of test cases in an acceptable level, it is preferable to use higher interaction level (t way, where t ≥ 2). Pairwise (2-way or t = 2) interaction can find most of the software faults. This paper proposes a matrix based calculation for pairwise test data generation algorithm named EasyA to optimize the number of test cases. Java program has been used to test the performance of the algorithm. The performance is better than the existing algorithms/tools in terms of number of generated test cases and time consumption.
INTRODUCTION
For a software project, usually, around 50% of money and resources goes under software testing [1] . There are many software testing methods. Combinatorial testing is one typical approach of those, which creates test cases exhaustively by selecting parameters and its values [2] . Such a system with 6 parameters and 10 values generate 10 6 exhaustive test cases. It is impossible to execute this large number of test cases because of time constraints, resource constraints and time to market factor. Therefore, it is very important to reduce the number of test cases keeping the effectiveness of detecting errors [1] . To solve this problem pairwise interaction technique is one of the most useful as it keeps good balance between the quality and effectiveness of combinations. It requires covering two parameter values by a single test case.
For example, the 'proofing' tab under 'option' dialog in Microsoft excel (Figure 1) , there are 6 possible configurations needed to be tested. Each configuration takes two values (checked or unchecked) and on top of that the 'French modes' takes 3 possible values and 'Dictionary language' takes 54 possible values. So to test this proofing tab exhaustively, the number of test cases need to be executed is 2 6 x 54 x 3 i.e. 10,368. Assuming each test case may consume 4 minutes to execute; results around 28 days to complete the exhaustive test of this 'proofing' tab [3] . This is similar for hardware products as well. If a product has 30 on/off switches, to test all possible combination it may need 2 30 = 1,073,741,824 test cases, and consume 10,214 years by considering 5 minutes for each single test case [3] . Nowadays, research work in combinatorial testing aims to generate least possible test cases [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The solution of this problem is NP-hard (non-deterministic polynomial-time hard) [4] . So far many approaches have been proposed and also many tools have been developed to find out the least possible test suit in polynomial time [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] but yet optimum one is in need. The focus of this paper is to create a simpler and efficient matrix based calculation strategy (EasyA) to generate test data in terms of optimum size and time consumption.
The paper is organized as follows. The detail related work is described in Section II. Followed by, the proposed EasyA algorithm details, the empirical results with discussions and comparison, and finally the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
Combination strategies can solve combinatorial explosion [5] and is used in physics and medicine, to solve the combination of values of the controlled variables. It can be divided into non-deterministic and deterministic based on the produced solution to a given problem. Non-deterministic combination relies to some degree of randomness and produces different solution for same problem in different time unlike the deterministic combination, which always produces the same solution for the same problem. Broadly it can be divided into 2 types [6] : 1) Algebraic Strategies and 2) Computational Strategies. There are some pre-defined rules to calculate the test cases directly from the mathematical functions in algebraic strategy [3, 6] . Computational approaches are based on the calculation of coverage of generated pairs, followed by an iterative or random search technique to create the test cases. On a contrary, Computational approaches are based on the generation of all pairs of combinations, followed by an iterative or random search technique which searches the combinations space and generates test cases, until all pairs have been covered. The Automatic Efficient Test Generator (AETG) [7, 8] and its deviation mAETG [6] use the computational approach. This approach uses the 'Greedy technique' to build test cases based on covering as much as possible uncovered pairs. AETG uses a random search algorithm so it is non-deterministic [8] . Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) are the variants of AETG [9] . Both GA and ACA create initial population of individuals (test cases) and then the fitness of those individuals is calculated. It starts discarding the unfit individuals by the individual selection methods. The genetic operators such as crossover and mutation are applied on the selected individuals and this continues until a set of best individual found. Here, the candidate solution is associated with the start and end point. An ant chooses an edge with a higher amount of pheromone among the available edges to maintain the better result with higher probability [9] . The In-Parameter-Order (IPO) [10] strategy is a deterministic approach. It starts with an empty test set and adds one test at a time for pairwise testing. It creates the test cases by combining of the first two parameters, and then adds third and so on, then calculates the number of covered pairs until all the values of each parameter is checked.
III. PROPOSED EASYA ALGORITHM
This proposed EasyA algorithm consist of 3 parts: 1. Pair generation, 2. Easy test case generation, 3. Adding test cases for uncovered pairs.
Pair generation
Pair wise algorithm first takes the parameters and corresponding values, makes the 2 way combinations. The combinations stored into the memory. As an example, Parameter A has 3 values a1, a2, a3. Parameter B has 3 values b1, b2, b3 and Parameter C has 3 values c1, c2, c3.
The pair generation algorithm first generates pairs. The generated pair from this example shows in Table 1 So, in the pair generation algorithm stores all the value pairs into the memory which are 9, 9, and 9 respectively for AB, AC, and BC. The main purpose to generate these pairs should have to be covered in 2 way interactions. Table 1 : Generated header and value pairs Pairs Value AB (a1, b1), (a1, b2), (a1, b3), (a2, b1), (a2, b2), (a2, b3), (a3, b1), (a3, b2), (a3, b3) AC (a1, c1), (a1, c2), (a1, c3), (a2, c1), (a2, c2), (a2, c3), (a3, c1), (a3, c2), (a3, c3) BC (b1, c1), (b1, c2), (b1, c3), (b2, c1), (b2, c2), (b2, c3), (b3, c1), (b3, c2), (b3, c3)
Easy test case generation
The test cases generation depends on the number of values of parameters. If number of values is even, it uses algorithms for even numbers, on the other hand if the number of values in the parameter is odd, it uses odd numbers algorithms. From the previous example, (number of values is 3) it uses odd numbers algorithm. The way of generating test cases in odd number algorithm has shown in Table 2 : Now for a system which has even number of inputs/values, is a little different and this has been shown in steps below: 
Adding Test cases uncovered pairs
In this algorithm part the generated test cases divides into 2-way combinations and from the Table 1 it checks which pairs has been covered. If any pairs are not covered, it tries to combine all the uncovered pairs. This part of the algorithm has been shown in Table 3 in a pseudo code way. The consideration of the parameters and assumptions are according to the following existing strategies that support pairwise testing: AETG [7, 8] , AETGm [6] , IPO [10] , AllPairs [14] , SA [9] , GA [9] , ACA [9] . This is done to compare our results with those tools. Table 4 shows the generated test size by each algorithm, and Table 5 shows the execution time for each system. The darkened cell entries row-by-row indicates the best performance (i.e. in term of test size and execution time). NA is data that are not available in these papers. Referring to the Table 4 , EasyA generates best cases in 3 cases which are S1, S3, S6. From the above given results, it can be seen that no algorithms can claim dominance over the others. Although having a lot of entries with NA, AETG appears to give the best results in some cases. IPO gives good result with small configuration. Finally from the Table  4 , EasyA is more acceptable than any others existing algorithms as it at least dominating giving lowest test cases in most cases.
In order to ensure objective comparison, we summarize the hardware and software platform used.
• AETG, AETGm, SA: Intel P IV 1.8 GHz, C++ programming language, Linux Operating System.
• IPO: Intel P II 450 MHz, Java programming language, Windows 98 operating system. • CA, ACA: Intel P IV 2.26 GHz, C programming language, Windows XP operating system.
• All Pairs: Intel P IV 1.8 GHz, 512 MB RAM, Perl programming language, and Windows Vista operating system • EasyA: Intel P IV 1.6 GHz, 1 GB RAM, Java programming language, Windows XP operating system. From that observation, EasyA is completely dominating over all the previous algorithms. It always gives the best output every time. In the System S5, almost every algorithm takes lots of execution time where in compare to EasyA all algorithms are out of focus. So from the point of execution time EasyA algorithm is highly acceptable.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a pair parameter based search algorithm for test case generation for pair wise testing. The correctness of the proposed strategy has been proved in Table 2 . Empirical results shows that the proposed algorithm is an efficient algorithm in execution time generate highly reduced test suites. The proposed algorithms could be further extended to support higher t-way interaction testing which is going under the research in University Malaysia Pahang.
